Abstract. We consider the problem of topologizing 2X, the set of all closed subsets of a topological space X, in such a way as to make continuous functions from a space Kinto 2X precisely those functions with closed graphs. We show there is at most one topology with this property, and if X is a regular space, the existence of such a topology implies that X is locally compact. We then define the compact-open topology for 2X, which has the desired property for locally compact Hausdorff X. The space 2K with this topology is shown to be homeomorphic to a space of continuous functions with the well-known compact-open topology. Finally, some additional properties of this topology are discussed.
Introduction.
Given a topological space X, let 2X denote the set of all closed subsets of X (including the empty set 0 ). We will consider the problem of putting a topology on the set 2X which has a natural relationship to the given topology on X. In particular we choose conditions for the topology on 2X which will identify continuous maps from spaces Y into 2X in terms of the topologies of Y and X.
Let Y he a topological space, and F: Y -> 2X. Define the graph of F to be the set GF = {(x, y) e Xx Y \ xeF(y)}. We say a topology on 2X is admissible if for any space Y and any continuous map F: Y^2X, GF is a closed subset of Xx Y. Conversely, we say a topology on 2X is proper if for any space Y and function F: Y ->2X, if GF is closed then F is continuous. We will consider the problem of giving 2X a topology which is both admissible and proper, i.e., one for which continuity of functions is equivalent to their having closed graphs. (Recall that for point-valued functions into a compact Hausdorff space X it is in fact true that the properties of continuity and closed graph are equivalent.)
In §2 we consider some properties of proper and admissible topologies for 2X. In particular, we will show that there is at most one topology for 2X which is both proper and admissible. In addition if X is a regular space (Tx, and points and closed L. J. BILLER A [March sets can be separated), the existence of a proper-admissible topology for 2X implies that Xis locally compact. In §3 we define a topology for 2X (called the compact-open topology) which for Hausdorff spaces X is always proper, and is admissible if and only if X is locally compact. In §4 we will show that we can weaken the restriction on X, and instead require that X x Y be a /t-space, and this will imply that F: Y^¡* 2X is continuous in the compact-open topology if and only if GF is closed. We will also describe some other properties of this topology.
2. Admissible and proper topologies. We begin by giving a characterization of an admissible topology. Lemma 2.1. A topology on 2X is admissible if and only if ß = {(x, A)eXx2x \xeA} is closed in Xx2x.
Proof. If the topology is admissible, then LI is closed since it is the graph of the identity from 2X to itself, which is obviously continuous.
Suppose now that Q. is closed. Let Y be any space and F: Y ^ 2X be continuous.
where (1, F): Xx Y-> Xx2x is given by (\,F)(x,y) = (x, F(y)) and is continuous. Hence GF is closed.
If ii and t2 are two topologies for the same set, and ii<=r2, we say tx is weaker than t2, and t2 is stronger than tt. When more than one topology is being considered at one time, we will denote by 2x(t), the space 2X with the topology /. Proof. Parts (a) and (b) are clear. To prove (c), let rx be a proper topology and t2 be an admissible topology. Then by Lemma 2.1, {(x, A) \ x e A} is closed in Xx 2x(t2), which implies 1: 2*(r2) -> 2x(ti) is continuous. Thus ?i<=?2.
From Lemma 2.2(c) we obtain the uniqueness of a topology which is both proper and admissible. Theorem 2.3. For any topo lógica I space X, 2x can have at most one topology which is both proper and admissible. Such a topology is necessarily the strongest proper topology on 2X and the weakest admissible topology on 2X. (By "strongest" or "weakest"
we mean "containing'''' or "contained in" all other such topologies.)
We are thus naturally led to consider the question of when 2X can have a strongest proper topology or a weakest admissible topology. Such topologies must necessarily be unique. The first question is easily settled.
Proposition 2.4. For any X, 2X has a strongest proper topology.
Proof. Let {ta} be the family of all proper topologies. Let t be the topology which has the set \Ja ta as a subbasis. Since this is stronger than any proper topology, we need only show that it is proper. Let F be any space, and F: T-> 2X he such that GF is closed. Since any subbasic Ve t is an open set for some proper topology, F~X(V) must be open and hence F is continuous.
On the question of a weakest admissible topology, we first state the following proposition whose proof is clear.
Proposition 2.5. Ifi2x has a weakest admissible topology, it must be the intersection of all admissible topologies.
We now prove the main result of this section. Theorem 2.6. If X is a regular space and 2X has a weakest admissible topology then X is locally compact.
Proof. Let t he the weakest admissible topology on 2X. Let x eX. We will show that x has a relatively compact neighborhood.
Since / is admissible, there is an open set K<= X and a *% e t such that xe V, 0 e ^and Kx^cQ, the complement in Xx2x of the set Q defined in Lemma 2.1. We will show that V, the closure of V, is compact.
Let sé he an open cover of V, and let sé* = sé u {X-V}, an open cover of X. Let {Fa} be the collection of all closed subsets of X each of which is contained in some member of sé*, and let the sets {A e 2X \ A c X-Fa} be a subbasis for a topology /' on 2X. We will show now that /' is admissible.
Suppose y e X, B e 2X and y $ B. There is an A* e sé* such that ye A*. Since X is regular, there is an open set iT<= X such that yeW<= W<= Br\A*. W<=A* implies We {Fa}, and W^B implies that B<=X-W. Thus
is an open set in A'x2*(r'), (y,B)eZ and Zcfi, showing that Ü is closed in Xx 2x(t'), and hence that /' is admissible.
Since t is the weakest admissible topology, we must have /<=/' and thus ^ et'. From this it follows that there exist Fj,..., Fn in {Fa} such that 0 e fl {A I A «= X-Fi} = ¡A I A <=■ X-(J fX <= ty.
We show that l/cU?=i Ft-Suppose, to the contrary, that there is a y e V-[J Ft.
We have then that {y}e{A \ A^X-\J F^W and therefore (y, {y}) e KxfcÔ.
However, this is impossible since ye{y), and thus we have V<^\J F¡. It follows that also F<= (J Ft.
To complete the proof, for /= 1,..., n let Vt e sé* he such that F¡<= V{. Thereforê cUi'=i ^t> and we have produced a finite subcover of sé*. We also have a finite subcover of si since we can omit X-V if it occurs among the V¡. Corollary 2.7. Let X be a regular space. If the intersection of all admissible topologies for 2X is admissible, then X is locally compact. Corollary 2.8. Let X be a regular space. If 2X has a topology which is both proper and admissible, then X is locally compact.
In the next section we will show that converses of Theorem 2.6 and the corollaries are true. That is, we will show that if X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, then it has a proper-admissible topology, and hence a weakest admissible topology. (It is clearly regular.)
The problem remains as to whether the hypothesis on X can be weakened, say, to Hausdorff. Theorem 2.6 says that if X is a regular space which is not locally compact (e.g. X= Q, the space of rationals in the real line), then 2X has no weakest admissible topology (and thus no proper-admissible topology). An open question is whether a nonregular Hausdorff space can have a weakest admissible topology.
Before proceeding to the next section, we will study an interesting consequence of the proof of Theorem 2.6. If X is regular, and si is a cover of X by open sets, then si gives rise to an admissible topology, t^ on 2X as follows. Let {Fa} denote the set of closed subsets of X each of which is contained in some member of si. Let tb e the topology on 2X whose subbasis consists of all sets of the form {Ae2x\A^ X-Fa}. We remark here that if X is any Hausdorff space, and if we take the open cover si = {X}, then the collection {Fa} consists of all closed subsets of X and t^ is the well-known upper semifinite topology. See Michael [7, p. 179 ] and Ponomarev [9] (where it is called the k topology). Notice that for any open cover 38, t^^t^. Also, since for a regular space the weakest admissible topology t is weaker than t^, this topology t will not be Hausdorff.
In the next section we shall consider a topology for 2X which for locally compact Hausdorff X can be described as that derived from the cover of X by relatively compact open sets. It therefore must be admissible. In fact, we will show it is also proper, and thus is the weakest admissible topology.
3. Compact-open topology: 2X as a function space. Let A'be a topological space, and let {Ca} he the set of all compact subsets of X. We define the compact-open topology on 2X to be the topology with the basis consisting of sets of the form {Ae2x\ A<=X-Ca}. It follows that K<= C and thus we have xeVcV^C^U, and the proof is complete.
We will also show that for any space X, the compact-open topology on 2X is proper. Before doing this, however, we will discuss a perhaps more familiar space which is homeomorphic to 2X with the compact-open topology.
We let £P denote the space having two points, 0 and 1, for which the open sets are 0, ¿f, and {0}. (This is known as the Sierpinski space, see [2, p. 63].) Consider the set of all continuous functions from X into ¿7, denoted £?x. For each fie £fx, there corresponds a closed set F(f) e 2X given by r(/)=/_1(l).
Similarly, for each closed set A e 2X, we can define <b(A) e £fx by Since the sets 6r°x and 2x are in a one-to-one correspondence, a topology on one can be viewed as a topology on the other, making V a homeomorphism. We now show that the various definitions of admissible and proper are compatible. We remark here that the continuity of the evaluation map co is equivalent to the closure of the set Q. defined in §2. In the next section, we will exploit further the function space structure of 2X.
Compact-open topology: Further properties.
Each space of subsets and function space considered in this section will be assumed to have the respective compact-open topology.
We now change the original problem somewhat. Given spaces X and Y we ask under what conditions can we assert that, for any function F: Y->2X, the continuity of F (in the compact-open topology) is equivalent to its graph GF being closed.
To give an answer to that question, we must recall the definition of a fc-space. Thus, under the proper conditions, the study of continuous closed-set valued functions from Y to X is equivalent to the study of closed subsets of Xx Y. Conversely, consideration of closed subsets of Xx Y leads to the study of continuous closed-set valued functions from one factor into the other.
The remaining results of this section describe some further continuity properties of the compact-open topology on 2X. The following is obvious. by E(R, x) = {ye X | (x, y) e R, (y, x) e R}. It is easy to show that M(R) and E(R, x) are always closed sets, thus M and E are defined. The map M takes R to its set of "maximum" elements, while the map E takes R and x to the "equivalence class" of x with respect to R. The proof of Theorem 2.6 follows Arens' proof of the fact that if Ix has a weakest (he calls it strongest) admissible topology where / is the unit interval and X is completely regular, then X is locally compact [I, Theorem 3] . Note that what we have essentially proved is that if the function space Sfx has a weakest admissible topology where X is regular, then X is locally compact.
Notice that the compact-open topology coincides with the upper-semifinite topology (defined at the end of §2 or see [7, p. 179] ) when the space Xis compact Hausdorff.
We note here that if X is a locally compact Hausdorff space with a countable base, then by [2, Theorem 5.2, p. 65], 2X will have a countable base. In addition, for any space X, 2X with the compact-open topology is trivially compact since 2X itself must belong to any open cover.
The compact-open topology for 2X appears as half of the generating set for Fell's iFtopology [4] . It was later isolated by Effros, who called it the global topology [3, p. 931]. Effros describes convergence in this topology when Y is a locally compact Hausdorff space. It is interesting to note that this description is equivalent to Arens' description of convergence in Yx for locally compact Hausdorff X [I, Theorem 4] when one consider 2X as the space £fx. See also [5] .
Finally, an equivalent version of the compact-open topology (for spaces of open subsets) was considered by Kannai [6] in connection with some problems in Mathematical Economics. Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 3.1 would seem to indicate that Kannai's methods will not work in spaces which are not locally compact.
